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       UCDAVIS: ACADEMIC SENATE April 6, 2020 Gary S. May Chancellor Ralph J. Hexter Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor Emily Galindo Interim Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs RE: Equitable Access Pilot Program Dear Gary, Ralph, and Emily: In January, UC Davis Stores Director Aaron Ochoa presented information about the Equitable Access program to Executive Council. We were surprised to discover how much this program, supposedly a pilot, had already been developed. In fact, we requested this meeting with Aaron after departments and faculty started contacting us with concerns. The Senate had not previously been consulted. Since that time we solicited feedback from members of Executive Council and from the college and school faculty executive committees. We further received emails from individual faculty. We enclose all committee feedback as well as example faculty emails for your review. We had planned to submit this feedback to you in March, but we (like you) became sidelined with crisis management due to the COVID-19 public health emergency. Although we believe it is a worthy goal to pursue textbook cost reduction for students, we cannot support the Equitable Access pilot program in its current iteration. We simply do not have evidence that this program will collectively benefit students and faculty. Instead, we heard concerning statements from UC Davis Bookstore leadership that it will benefit publishers to the tune of 8 out of 10 making more money than they do now. Is it our motivation as a campus to lower costs for students or to improve commercial outcomes? Perhaps the pie can be grown for both parties, but we have received no evidence to support that notion. Executive Council and committees raised many thoughtful and intricate points. Below, in no particular order, we summarize the most urgent and common concerns: 1. We were informed that actuarial and financial analyses on Equitable Access have been completed, but these data and analyses have not been shared. With only marketing blurbs, unsubstantiated assurances, and promises of a “revolutionary program,” the Senate cannot determine if Equitable Access will reduce collective student costs or benefit the campus as a whole. 2. An annual fee of $600 is higher than the $415 national average that students spent on course materials in 2018-19. The Equitable Access webpage claims that “textbooks and supplies for one year at UC Davis cost about $1,136,” but it does not cite its sources. It is also unclear if this cost only includes rentals and book purchases, or if it also includes when students sell back UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA UCDAVIS: ACADEMIC SENATE their books. Furthermore, no data is provided on what percentage of students would pay more under this program than if they choose to opt out and buy, rent, or borrow course materials on their own, particularly considering that some materials will not be available through this program. 3. Undergraduate Council notes that we do not know “what weights the actuaries were given regarding profit margins versus value for students. If the University is concerned about students avoiding some majors due to the high cost of books, a subsidy or scholarship program may be more cost-efficient and of more direct benefit to students….The existence of a profit motive in setting the quarterly fee in combination with the universal opt-out approach makes financial transparency or independent review of particular importance.” 4. The opt-out design has logistical problems that could be stressful and detrimental for students. The program is paid through students’ financial aid, thus the opt-out deadline cannot be later than tuition deadlines, which are several weeks before classes start. How could students realistically compute cost-benefit ratios for themselves when they are still adding and dropping classes through the beginning of the quarter (and when faculty may need to change course materials within that timeframe)? 5. The program will automatically use students’ financial aid (amounts in excess of tuition and housing, as we understand it) to pay Equitable Access fees. This is very concerning, as UGC notes: “It is difficult to see the removal of students’ agency over their financial aid resulting from automatic withdrawal of the program’s fee as a benefit to students. The argument during the Equitable Access presentations that students then would not be tempted to spend the money on food or clothing because the automatic payment removed that choice is—at a minimum— worrisome.” Can students on financial aid decide to opt out of Equitable Access? If they do, will they be able to pocket that $600 in aid per quarter to spend on resources they most need? 6. USPIRG Education Fund, an independent voice that aims to protect consumer interests, levied strong criticism against these kinds of automatic textbook billing programs. USPIRG, as with UC Davis faculty, advocate for an opt-in instead of an opt-out model with full transparency about the discount structure so students can make informed decisions. 7. Assurances of academic freedom are weak. Faculty could be pressured to use publisher- influenced digital books, amounting to an inappropriate outside influence on pedagogy. Students will rightly complain about Equitable Access when instructors require textbooks, novels, monographs, and other non-textbook materials that need to be purchased for additional fees outside of Equitable Access. Moreover, instructors often need students to have physical copies of the books (e.g., for open-book examinations). In accord with the USPIRG recommendations, there should be no restrictions placed on receiving physical books for students who choose to enroll in Equitable Access, and, if enrolled, Equitable Access fees should be inclusive of ALL textbooks students need for their courses. 8. There are no clear metrics to determine how this would move from a pilot program to full implementation. Senate members expressed concern that stated “success” for the pilot is how many students are enrolled each quarter (maximizing income to UC Davis stores)—not how it has impacted faculty, pedagogical quality, and student learning outcomes. While the Academic Senate might still be willing to support a pilot program for Equitable Access, we simply cannot unless these points are addressed through further consultation and analysis. We summarize all concerns with a quote from the Faculty Executive Committee of the College of Biological Sciences: “In the absence of any data, the faculty questions every premise of the program, in particular its fairness, whether students will actually save money, narrowing choice, bias towards big publishers, decreasing innovation in developing open-access course materials, and infringements on academic freedom. Without answers to these questions, backed up by solid data, moving forward UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA UCDAVIS: ACADEMIC SENATE with this program is irresponsible and degrades the shared governance that is supposed to be a core tenet of our institution.” Sincerely, Kristin H. Lagattuta, Ph.D. Chair, Davis Division of the Academic Senate Professor, Department of Psychology and Center for Mind and Brain Richard P. Tucker, Ph.D. Vice Chair, Davis Division of the Academic Senate Professor, Department of Cell Biology and Human Anatomy Enclosed: Input from Davis Division Committees and Faculty c: Edwin M. Arevalo, Executive Director, Davis Division of the Academic Senate UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA UCDAVIS: ACADEMIC SENATE To: Kristin Lagattuta, Chair, Davis Division of the Academic Senate From: Katheryn N. Russ, Chair, Undergraduate Council Date: February 24, 2020; revised March 15, 2020 Re: Undergraduate Council (UGC) memorandum on the Equitable Access Course Materials Pilot program Following the presentation by Aaron Ochoa on the Equitable Access textbook pilot program at the Executive Council meeting on 1/16, the Undergraduate Council discussed the pilot project. Overall, the effort and intention to innovate in the format and provision of textbooks is highly laudable. The rising cost of textbooks is a drain on students’ finances, many of whom already struggle with housing or food insecurity. The principal benefits mentioned by the program administrators are that the cost of books would be the same across all students regardless of major, and that the quarterly fee for the books would be automatically drawn from students’ financial aid before any funds in excess of tuition and fees reach the students. However, the EA program in its current form does not make a convincing case that substantial benefits to students exist on either of these counts for the following reasons. • The program cannot be administered on an opt-out basis without causing harm to some students. Making the program opt-out benefits the seller, but we see no convincing argument yet that an opt-out program benefits any students, much less a large number of students. o Students may have difficulty computing the cost-benefit ratio before the opt-out period ends and in real-time as they add and drop courses. They may be unfamiliar with or have difficulty remembering deadlines for the opt-out process during the hectic activity surrounding course registration. o The California State University system already is coming under sharp criticism in the press for a similar opt-out approach. One student reports that the opt-out notice got buried in spam folder. It is notable that the article ends by saying the faculty Senate was aware that the system would go into place, making both the administration and the faculty complicit in the adoption of the system: “Poly Access was presented to the Academic Senate, the ASI president, the ASI Board of Directors, the provost and the Provost’s Council during Fall quarter.” o It is difficult to see the removal of students’ agency over their financial aid resulting from automatic withdrawal of the program’s fee as a benefit to students. The argument during the Equitable Access presentations that students then would not be tempted to spend the money on food or clothing because the automatic payment removed that choice is—at a minimum—worrisome. o If the automatic withdrawal somehow helps reduce textbook costs for students by reducing administrative costs for the bookstore, this should be made clear. o We do not know how detailed or transparent advertising of the program would be or if students would associate some risk with opting out. • The costs of the program appear to be excessive and have been presented without a credible cost- benefit analysis. o While reducing the cost of books for students in majors with high book costs is laudable, no evidence emerged in the presentations so far that the cost of books would fall for other students, or even the majority of students. The program administrator cited survey evidence that books generally cost students $734 per quarter and the fee proposed for the pilot was approximately $600 per year. We do not know how robust this survey evidence UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA UCDAVIS: ACADEMIC SENATE is and believe much more detailed breakdowns are needed, especially because it is two to four times higher than industry estimates. Even if the $700 estimate is from financial aid templates, which has been suggested in outside correspondence, this does not necessarily mean that the bookstore should lock in a fee close to the full amount of that cost without considerable additional explanation. o Covering these national survey results by industry, Inside Higher Ed reports, "According to the survey of more than 20,000 students across 41 institutions conducted by the National Association of College Stores, students on average spent $415 on [required] course materials in the 2018-19 academic year, down from $484 last year. Student spending has declined almost every year in the last decade -- in 2008 students spent an average of $700 on course materials." Notice that number is per year. Our understanding of the EA proposal is that it would cost approximately $600 per year ($199 per quarter). An annual fee of $600 is still higher than the industry estimate of student spending on required materials per year. o No figures were provided on the fraction of students who would pay more under this program, which is crucial since students have to opt out, not opt in. o The simplicity and certainty of the uniform fee for all students is appealing. However, the case that there is inherent benefit from charging the same fee to all students is exceedingly weak. The program has provided no data that would suggest every or even a majority of students would benefit and no assessment of how many students might be harmed. o There is no justification for the level of the annual $600 fee set, other than that an outside actuarial firm computed it. We do not know what weights the actuaries were given regarding profit margins versus value for students. If the University is concerned about students avoiding some majors due to the high cost of books, a subsidy or scholarship program may be more cost-efficient and of more direct benefit to students. • The principal benefit to students from a program like EA would arise if the overall cost of many of their textbooks declines, as the bookstore uses its purchasing power to garner better deals on textbooks. o No statistics were offered to suggest how much savings the program administrators have been able to negotiate from the textbook publishers or how these savings have been split between reduced prices for students and increased profit margins for the bookstore. o Currently, the program as explained and designed has the potential to stabilize and possibly increase profits for the bookstore, though it is hard to tell without more transparency in the pricing formula. We mention this not as a good or bad thing, but to indicate that there may exist a profit motive behind the program, apart from considerations of impact on the students. The existence of a profit motive in setting the quarterly fee in combination with the universal opt-out approach makes financial transparency or independent review of particular importance. o The lack of transparency in costs and pricing raises concerns that the quoted quarterly fee, which already appears to be two to four times higher than national spending averages, may escalate without convincing explanation in future years. o The program may reduce costs for some students (we do not know how many) paying the very highest costs for books. There are no data to suggest that it reduces textbook costs for a substantial fraction of students. A complete assessment for students completing a 4-year degree in a wide variety of majors would be crucial to understand the true impact on students. • There is concern among faculty about losing the freedom to require use of hard copies of textbooks for their courses in cases where electronic versions are available. o Several factors may prompt a need to use hard copies, including the need to use a textbook during an exam where electronic devices are prohibited, the difficulty in UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA UCDAVIS: ACADEMIC SENATE printing the electronic versions offered by many textbook companies which make electronic versions an imperfect substitute for a hardbound or paperback book, and the need to make annotations to a text or to read directly from the text in a classroom environment. o Some subjects build on each other across courses and instructors expect students to build a library of references from past courses. o The slides for the EA presentation state that "Decisions regarding course content will remain in the hands of faculty," but Jason Lorgan, executive director of UC Davis Stores, has stated on the record that "If faculty select material from a publisher with which we have not come to a pricing agreement, they can still adopt that material — the adoption process will be the same as it is today. Students will have to search for the material at a price they can afford, or do without it, as they do today. This is similar to health insurance. Doctors can prescribe any drug they want, but perhaps only 90% of drugs are in a health plan’s formulary. So, for those 90%, the standard copay is charged. If non-formulary, patients have a higher copay or pay full retail. Our program is intended to work similarly." The problem is that this effectively creates a list of covered textbooks, and uncovered textbooks. Many faculty work hard to keep costs down for students, and will be reluctant to impose more costs on them in addition to the cost of the EA program. Many will find themselves pushed to assign textbooks on the Equitable Access “formulary,” whether or not they find them to be academically appropriate. • A concern exists that once the system is in place, there will be no recourse if the promise of freedom to choose any course text is not maintained by the program administrators. o This may occur not by decree, but informally, if instructors are individually informed that a text is “not available.” In summary, the Equitable Access program has the potential benefits if it holds down the cost of textbooks for most or all students, without incurring greater costs for any; however, there is no evidence that this is the case. The opt-out approach appears particularly deleterious and should be dropped. Independent review and oversight is essential to ascertain what benefits exist, so that a fully-informed cost-benefit analysis could take place. If an independent review provides evidence that benefits of the new fee program to students outweigh the costs, formal assurance of protections for academic freedom in the selection of textbooks and against rapid or excessive fee increases is essential. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES ACADEMIC STAFF OF THE DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES OFFICE OF THE DEAN AND DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS February 2, 2020 The Faculty Executive Committee of the College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences reviewed and discussed the recent presentation to the Senate Executive Council on January 16, 2020, and associated information, regarding the equitable/inclusive access textbook program. We identified several significant concerns with this process and call for further consultation and assessment prior to its rollout. There appears to have been a lack of consultation with the Senate and faculty who rely on textbooks as a key tool in the delivery of the University’s teaching mission. A quick search online indicates this “model” has in fact been under development for quite some time, in close consultation with textbook publishers no less (see https://www.chronicle.com/article/Can-a- Health-Insurance-Model/246513; June 18, 2019). We would emphasize that a process of thorough, widespread consultation would have been far more appropriate. We are also concerned that the same article quotes the Executive Director’s approach as “So he and his colleagues showed each publisher an estimate of how much revenue they’d make if every enrolled student was buying the materials, even at a discounted price. “As soon as we did that, they stopped laughing,” Lorgan says. Eight out of 10, he says, would make more under the new model”. We are very concerned that this statement raises questions of whether the Bookstore is leverage the purchase of books by our student body for commercial outcomes, which is a clear motivation of the Bookstore. a) All materials shared to faculty (Senate presentation, flyer) are heavily weighted with “belief statements”, much more than fact. Both documents are overweight on “quotes” from select students, yet are underweight on data. All data appear to be exclusively presented as “averages”. Being an R1 University, we would expect to learn of decisions regarding concerns of inequity, textbook adoption and use, financials, and student opinions, that are based on carefully-collected and audited data. We would appreciate seeing all data and facts on which these determinations and decisions are based, including by College, major and year. Some of our informal discussions with our students at the Senior level in our College (multiple courses) received a resounding “likely will not work” response – the students highlighted they had not spent $199 per quarter on textbooks, they sought out and preferred to have a hardcopy for their future career, they were concerned about multiple-quarter access, and they often shared purchases with friends. We would gladly assist in formally gathering data such as this from our students. Students were of a firm opinion that equitable access would be diminished at multiple levels. b) The tone of the rollout materials appears to be overly biased. Concerns exist about the heavy “marketing” tone of the materials including the flyer we all received this past week in the mail. The flyer is titled “Information for faculty” yet many of the presentation details appear sales-oriented. There are quotations from a “Nielsen report”, where Pearson (textbook company involved with Inclusive Access) seems to rely on this company for their survey data (ie. https://www.pearson.com/us/about/news-events/news/2014/09/new-study-reveals-u-s- students-believe-tablets-are-game-changers-in-learning-and-student-engagement.html). We are deeply concerned about the potential impact on students and faculty. The information provided to faculty points to many positive benefits that have been touted from the UCDavis Bookstore’s sources. What is not mentioned is other studies on this same topic from other reputable sources such as Inside Higher Education/Gallup (shared as file - download at https://www.insidehighered.com/booklet/2019-survey-faculty-attitudes-technology). That study) shows that faculty have clear concerns about several aspects of InclusiveAccess, and that these can differ from leadership. The trends in this 2019 report are apparently the same as those in an earlier 2018 report. There are some interesting data in here that warrant discussion by the Senate faculty. c) All faculty have the right to learn of legal issues that have arisen surrounding issues of these textbook rollouts. https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2019/02/05/college-hot-water- over-inclusive-access-programs-and-student-choice. Faculty should also have the opportunity to review and consider the approach of the non-profit at Rice called OpenStax that seems to be an excellent venue to consider many of the questions we should all be able to ask before a rollout (https://openstax.org/blog/if-inclusive-access-horizon-ask-yourself-these-nine-questions). There may also be long-term impacts that could affect this program, creating greater cost, and causing tension between faculty, administration and students. An interview with the Executive Director of Campus stores has a concerning statement that could come back to haunt faculty – that an avenue for failure of the program could be faculty oversubscription to textbooks – thus driving the cost higher. There was no mention of this in the presentation to the Senate, and if there is a risk, then it should be front and center, and the Senate should be made aware of how this will be managed. https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2019/09/04/uc-davis-experiments-with-a-new-textbook- model-an-interview-with-jason-lorgan/ Another interview with the Executive Director raises a similar question – that Professors may require books not covered by this program. Quote: “The “equitable access” business approach carries other risks too. If professors require books that are not covered by whatever deals UC- Davis cuts with publishers, that could add expenses to the program. Or as Lorgan puts it, “That’s sort of like our flu epidemic”. From: https://www.chronicle.com/article/Can-a-Health-Insurance- Model/246513 d) Further to the above point regarding data gathering, we wish to learn about whether there will a scientific effort to link research and scholarship to this rollout. It would seem that the campus could be a world-leader in gathering data, sharing it, and mining it, through the faculty, perhaps even as a research program. Whether any faculty members have been consulted, or are able to access these data is unclear. All the above points highlight that academic freedom and classroom content is being dictated by the UCDavis Bookstore, as is the financial risk. We are deeply concerned about how this process has been navigated and strongly request a detailed and in-depth analysis of the decision making process to this point. Respectfully submitted on behalf of the CA&ES Faculty Executive Committee Russ Hovey, PhD Professor of Animal Science Chair, CAES Faculty Executive Committee Faculty Executive Committee, College of Letters and Science The L&S FEC has strong opposition to the Equitable Access initiative. The L&S FEC supports efforts to reduce the cost of course materials for students. However, we believe there are many, many different problems with the Equitable Access that mean the proposed one-size-fits-all policy cannot work. Although some of these problems might be able to be addressed, we believe that each one individually is serious enough to warrant a re-evaluation of the program. Our concerns include, but are not limited to, the following points: First, for various reasons students can still benefit from access to hardcopy books, even in this digital age. Indeed, academic studies show that material is better retained if in hardcopy form. Some instructors do not permit computers in the classroom - both to limit distraction and because other academic studies show that material is better retained if written by hand and not typed in – yet will allow hardcopy texts and books in the classroom. Some courses have open-book (but not open-Google) exams, which would be impossible to facilitate for students with electronic books without also allowing them to access other online sources. Second, whether in hardcopy or electronic version, course books can be valuable beyond the conclusion of a given course. Foundational texts and books such as a calculus text can be useful throughout a major and not just for a specific class. And students who go on to earn advanced degrees will likely want to return to at least some of the books from their undergraduate courses. By relinquishing access to books once the quarter has ended, the Equitable Access program denies students the ability to maintain ownership of these texts. Third, the coverage of books available in the online directory will not be a complete representation of the diverse course materials covered in courses at UC Davis. Many subjects in the humanities, for example, do not rely on a potentially expensive textbook but instead require either a variety of less expensive books by small publishers, or a series of academic articles with no required books at all. Moreoever, under the Equitable Access program, instructors in courses with books that are not included in the bookstore agreements will be under pressure to change to a book that is included in order to keep student costs down. Faculty are already reducing costs by being more careful in the selection of texts, recommending older editions of an expensive text, and providing their own material. We worry that incentivizing faculty to go an even further step to choose books sanctioned by the bookstore agreements would cast an unfavorable pall of top- down dictated course content. We strongly feel -- and we believe this sentiment is echoed by the Academic Senate -- that the teaching materials in a course should be determined by faculty. We were thus especially concerned to hear of this proposal from a commercial part of the university. Fourth, while not an academic or equity reason for opposing the plan, we note that from a practical point of view a challenge for any book purchasing plan is that many students are getting bootleg pdf files from foreign websites for free. Finally, we believe the title of the program, “equitable access,” is misleading. Although some students will find this program beneficial, others will not. Indeed, costs may go up for some students if, for example, one of their instructors assigns a very expensive book covered under the bookstore agreement, but this is the only text out of all the student’s classes that is covered by the bookstore’s agreement. This inequity is exacerbated by the "opt-out" policy, which we imagine will be disproportionately confusing to navigate for first-generation and other under- privileged students. While on pedagogical grounds opt-out may be preferred, on equity grounds opt-in should be the default. Faculty Executive Committee, College of Biological Sciences The Executive Committee of the College of Biological Sciences fundamentally objects to the Equitable Access Textbook program. Our objections are twofold. Primary is the complete failure of the administration to consult the Academic Senate on a subject that is fundamental to our teaching mission and the daily operations of our faculty. Second, in the absence of any data, the faculty questions every premise of the program, in particular its fairness, whether students will actually save money, narrowing choice, bias towards big publishers, decreasing innovation in developing open-access course materials, and infringements on academic freedom. Without answers to these questions, backed up by solid data, moving forward with this program is irresponsible and degrades the shared governance that is supposed to be a core tenet of our institution. Faculty comments: 1. Will faculty be allowed to use textbooks that are not part of this agreement? Will students think those faculty are ripping them off since they already paid $199? 2. Many faculty put all readings on Canvas for free. We should all be moving toward that goal. Students will still have to pay $199, even if all their textbooks are free. They will not be subsidizing poor students. They will be subsidizing students who take classes from faculty that assign super expensive textbooks. 3. Many students use reserve books from the library, share textbooks, and buy used books to save money. 4. Failure to include the Senate in the decision-making process for such a significant change is clearly bad. Faculty who ‘prescribe’ the textbooks our students learn from should have been involved early on in the development of this plan. 5. Switching to a different textbook or books from smaller publishers will not be an option for many faculty. 6. Some faculty who have authored textbooks were concerned about a push from the bookstore to severely reduce the price of their book if it is to fall under this plan, or to require it and have it sold outside the equitable access program. This is unfair to both the faculty who wrote the textbook as a best fit for a course and students who might not have the best textbook available for the course. 7. Has a study been done to establish the number of courses that require a textbook of a specific edition on our campus and what is the average cost of those textbooks? If that is the case, it is constant through the time students are in college (freshmen vs senior) and among colleges? We would like to see those numbers so we can indeed see how students may be saving money with this plan. 8. Has a study been done to have a sense of how our students are accessing the course related content these days? How many of they are indeed using textbooks regularly as one of their resources? We do not know what the average cost is for student, and how this relates to the $199 / quarter insurance fee. 9. This pricing model is extremely similar to the American health care insurance model, and I think the outcome will be the same - higher fees, and higher profits for the publishers. The model disconnects what you get from what you pay for. The incentives will then be for professors to choose more expensive books, rather than cheaper ones, because the cost will be the same. With this model, why would you go without a textbook for your course? The result will be more books, more expensive books, and then higher fees to cover the costs. 10. What would happen with the materials provided by instructors that are sold through the bookstore: laboratory manuals, readers, discussion manuals…. 11. It is the digital access proposed just for the quarter the student is taking the class? Or will the students own the book afterwards? 12. How will our freshmen students be informed about this program? 13. Financial associations with the textbook publishers have had a troubling past. Any agreement concerning textbook purchases made without full participation of the Academic Senate recalls this past history. 14. One model would be to let Amazon and other competitors drive the market to keep textbook prices down. This plan drives the incentive away from faculty who strive to keep textbook prices under control. 15. I would appreciate a forum where instructors--and students--from across campus can get their questions and concerns addressed before this gets put into place. Ideally, this would be a website to upload your questions ahead of time and then a public meeting where they can be addressed by a panel. I worry about adding yet another fee that all students must pay, and this policy would essentially guarantee that print copies will be a thing of the past, but I am in favor of making sure all students have the same resources to learn in my classes and hope this means financial aid will be boosted to cover this fee. The very fact that the textbook companies will make more profit, and are interested, suggests that the odds are stacked for the (publishing) house and the students will suffer a net loss...but I need to know more. 16. Faculty need to be aware of what the costs are and look to keep them down. By normalizing across the campus there is no incentive for faculty to do this. This seems like a big win for the text book companies. In Bis2A we got rid of the text book completely and went to another approach specifically to keep costs down. I think this policy is not the correct approach. 17. Unless the students have a choice to opt in or opt each quarter, I do not see a major benefit for students in this. A $199 flat fee per term (I assumed it means per quarter?) is not fair to those who do not need to (or do not want to) buy textbooks (for example, those who use the textbooks that the instructors put in the library reserve). February 20, 2020 Colin Cameron Chair, L&S Executive Committee Kristin Lagatutta Chair, Academic Senate Dear Colin and Kristin: I write on behalf of the members of the History Department to express our concerns about the Equitable Access program that has been announced for this fall quarter. We are confident that the faculty have received inadequate and often contradictory information about the program and we worry that it may have a bad effect on teaching, impose restrictions on academic freedom for no good purpose, and quite likely cost our students money. We are certain we have received inadequate and contradictory information. A full-color, four-page flyer arrived in our boxes within the last month. It advertises and promotes Equitable Access, but without offering any real information about how it will go about "reducing and equalizing the cost of textbooks" or "help students in every major." All we know is that the program will launch in the fall of 2020, and that it will cost students $199. The brochure further declares that Equitable Access will not restrict academic freedom, and that the textbook adoption process will remain the same. History faculty have their doubts on all these points. Quite often we assign inexpensive paperbacks for our classes. Often such books are published by university presses or small independent imprints. Our students may therefore be able to buy all the books they need for a history course for less than $20. Will students taking such classes actually save money with Equitable Access? How? Does the program fully protect academic freedom? It is our understanding that such a determination must be made by the Academic Senate's standing committee on academic freedom and responsibility. The brochure does not mention consultation of the Senate—or indeed its authorship at all. It directs interested persons to equitableaccess.ucdavis.edu , which immediately redirects to a page on ucdavisstores.com , a unit of Student Affairs—which strongly suggests that there has not been significant, or perhaps any, academic involvement in this program. As to the information that page provides about Equitable Access, it directs one to an interview with Jason Lorgan, executive director of campus recreation in charge of UC Davis stores. What he says there suggests that academic freedom is, in fact, restricted. Even if it works as planned, Equitable Access will not include all currently assigned books. It is not even clear that it will attempt to include books by non-textbook publishers. He says if instructors adopt material not in Equitable access, "students will have to search for the material at a price they can afford, or do without it, as they do today." He goes on to compare the program to the U.S. private health insurance model, where insurance only covers a certain percentage of drugs. First, contrary to his remark, that is not how the adoption process currently works; currently, the bookstore acquires assigned books for sale to students. We certainly hope it will continue to do so. Second, the comparison to the U.S. private health insurance model is vivid, but not encouraging. Physicians today often do feel their freedom to prescribe proper medication is unfortunately restricted by insurance companies. If we put professors in the same position, we will be restricting professors' freedom similarly to assign books. In both cases, the proper concern should be what is best for the patient or the student, not what is included on a company's formulary. We do not know if Jason Lorgan's remarks correctly describe the program. Again, we have contradictory and inadequate information—much too contradictory and inadequate for a program that will go into effect one and a half quarters from now. We will not raise further concerns about the nature of electronic books, and whether they are indeed a more equitable or durable or pedagogically sound format than their paper predecessors, though we have those concerns. We wish simply for now to convey to the senate and to the college executive committee our strong sense that the faculty have not been given adequate information, sound data, or considered input to the program. We are entirely unpersuaded it will save our students money or serve them well as a tool for learning. We conclude with two suggestions: —in the near term, because consultation with faculty has been so negligible, adoption of Equitable Access should be postponed so that its workings and possible pitfalls can be made clear; —in the longer term, programs for textbook adoption should be supervised by an appropriate office of the Provost with standing Senate oversight, to ensure that we hear the voices of our community members whose primary concern is providing our students the best possible education. On behalf of the faculty of this department, I am respectfully, Sally McKee Chair Sunday, April 5, 2020 at 12:55:43 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time Subject: Equitable Access Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 at 11:30:57 AM Paciﬁc Standard Time From: Eric Rauchway To: KrisFn LagaIuta CC: Sally McKee Dear KrisFn, I write to follow up on our earlier correspondence about Equitable Access. Members of the history department recently received in our mailboxes a glossy four-page brochure that raises more quesFons than it answers. I previously expressed to you the concern that this program might have a pracFcal eﬀect on what books instructors may assign. The brochure we received says, “You sFll have FULL academic freedom with Equitable Access. Whether you are assigning paid publisher content or free resources, all of your course materials are available for adopFon.” First of all, it is not clear to me who wrote this brochure, but it refers readers to the URL equitableaccess.ucdavis.edu which, as I menFoned to you previously, redirects to a page on ucdavisstores.com , and it seems to me that it is rightly the province of the Senate, not the UC Davis Stores, to determine whether this program is compaFble, fully or otherwise, with principles of academic freedom. Second, this guarantee is vague and quite possibly—though I hesitate to say it and would be glad to be wrong— misleading in its apparent eﬀort to reasssure. “All … materials are available for adopFon,” but: are they included in the cost of Equitable Access? Jason Lorgan, execuFve director of UC Davis Stores, has publicly said that the answer is plainly no: If faculty select material from a publisher with which we have not come to a pricing agreement, they can sFll adopt that material — the adopFon process will be the same as it is today. Students will have to search for the material at a price they can aﬀord, or do without it, as they do today. This is similar to health insurance. Doctors can prescribe any drug they want, but perhaps only 90% of drugs are in a health plan’s formulary. So, for those 90%, the standard copay is charged. If non-formulary, paFents have a higher copay or pay full retail. Our program is intended to work similarly. Unless this statement is incorrect, or I misunderstand it, this program is clearly imposing a cost on assigning books not included within it, and possibly quite a signiﬁcant one. Let me sketch a quick example: I rouFnely assign four paperback monographs, in lieu of a textbook, for any one of my history courses. Let’s assume each book costs about $15. The student taking my class today will therefore pay $60 for course materials for my class. That’s quite inexpensive compared to the cost of many textbooks. But next year, if those books are not included in Equitable Access, a student will pay $199 for Equitable Access, and then be asked to pay $60 for the books in my course. The program will have increased the cost of my course substanFally—and for no clearly jusFﬁable academic reason. Jason Lorgan's comparison of this program to the U.S. health insurance industry is helpful. Many paFents (including me) have been prescribed drugs that aren’t on an insurance formulary but are medically advisable. We have seen our doctors agonize over whether to prescribe them, and express frustraFon and genuine concern that we might not do the right thing for our health because it entails a greater expense. And we ourselves have made diﬃcult decisions: should we shoulder the sacriﬁce to pay for those medicaFons? or should we incur a medical risk? I think we all feel that this is not a happy choice to make, and it is not one that we would impose unnecessarily. In these cases, doctors rightly feel that their professional freedom to prescribe proper medicaFon is being inappropriately interfered with by insurance companies, which are commercial enterprises. It seems clearly an analogy we would not wish to apply to the assignment of reading for a course. It is my Page 1 of 2 professional opinion that the inexpensive, non-textbook paperbacks I assign are both cheaper than, and pedagogically superior to, textbooks. This program would push me instead to assign textbooks on the Equitable Access “formulary,” for no academically jusFﬁable purpose. I do hope the Senate will seek to ensure the appropriate involvement of academic staﬀ with this project, and to protect the academic freedom of our faculty and the quality and cost of educaFon we provide to our students. As before, it may be that I am misinformed and therefore harboring unnecessary concerns. I would be happy if that turned out to be the case. But also as before, the public statements about this program are vague, worrying, and evidently contradictory. At the very least it ought to be much clearer to everyone how it will work and what purpose it will serve. Thanks again for considering my concerns. Yours sincerely, Eric — Eric Rauchway DisFnguished Professor of History University of California, Davis +1 (530) 754-1646 Page 2 of 2 Sunday, April 5, 2020 at 12:59:25 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time Subject: Re: Deeply concerned about "equitable access" Date: Wednesday, January 15, 2020 at 2:03:01 PM Paciﬁc Standard Time From: Michael R Hill To: Academic Senate Chair CC: Edwin M Arevalo, CrisKna Davis Dear KrisKn, Thanks for gePng back to me. On taking your advice and discussing this here in MAE today, I learned that this program was already presented by Ochoa to our department late last year (I missed the meeKng). Our Chair, CrisKna Davis, informed me that the in- meeKng feedback from the department was roundly criKcal of the proposed pilot, and at least one person provided wriWen, criKcal, but preWy objecKve, feedback. I think that was copied to you. This feedback has apparently been ignored, or at least there has been no response to it. I believe that the faculty here are looking for the Senate for help in this maWer. It appears that UCD Stores believes they are an independent enKty that works for the students, but faculty deﬁne course materials and we need Stores to accept and follow faculty direcKon, since course materials directly aﬀect instrucKon. That this isn’t happening is a major problem and I hope the Senate will take this on. Sincerely, Mike On Jan 14, 2020, at 9:08 PM, Academic Senate Chair <aschair@ucdavis.edu> wrote: Hi Mike, Unfortunately, no senate commiWee was included in the design or launching of this pilot program. You are not alone in your concerns--I have heard from several faculty (some on the pros side too though). I invited the iniKators speak at the Provost/Senate Chair's meeKng in December, and they will be coming to ExecuKve Council this week to address faculty quesKons and concerns. RepresentaKves from the Equitable Access IniKaKve have also been visiKng departments (e.g., they will be at the psychology faculty meeKng tomorrow). It may be worth contacKng them to have them talk to the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. The person to contact is Aaron Ochoa (Director of UCD Stores; 752-9809; aarochoa@ucdavis.edu). Best, KrisKn KrisKn H. LagaWuta, Ph.D. Chair, Davis Division of the Academic Senate Professor Department of Psychology and Center for Mind and Brain University of California, Davis 1 Shields Avenue Davis, CA 95616 (530) 752-4919 On 1/14/20, 2:51 PM, "Michael R Hill" <mrhill@ucdavis.edu> wrote: Dear KrisKn, I am a faculty member concerned about a recent text book "iniKaKve". Not enough of my students buy books. I mean real books, made of paper. In class, I talk about this maWer seriously, encouraging them to invest in the books they'll need and use later on, in their career. Some students listen, some just rent short-term e-books. I don't mind students making their own choices. As a faculty member, I do very much mind the UC Davis administraKon starKng a program that could very well Page 1 of 2 undermine book ownership. I found out about this today, in Dateline. hWps://magazine.ucdavis.edu/all-access/ I am trying to educate myself on this topic. How can I learn about the details of the administraKon's plan? What Senate commiWee has been part of considering and launching this program? I'd like to seek guidance from them. Thanks for your Kme. I hope your 2020 is going well. Sincerely, Mike Page 2 of 2 Sunday, April 5, 2020 at 12:56:42 PM Paciﬁc Daylight Time Subject: Fwd: Equitable Access Conversa7on Date: Wednesday, January 15, 2020 at 11:11:17 AM Paciﬁc Standard Time From: Niels Gronbech Jensen To: Kris7n LagaMuta, Academic Senate Chair, Edwin M Arevalo Hi Kris7n and Edwin, Per phone conversa7on with Edwin, I am forwarding the communica7on string with the book store folks aSer I sent my concerns. Start from the boMom. Best regards, Niels. Niels Grønbech-Jensen, Professor _________________________________________________________ Departments of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Mathematics Executive Director, COSMOS, Statewide Office, http://cosmos.ucop.edu University of California; Davis, California 95616 Tel: 530.752.5335; email: ngjensen@ucdavis.edu http://faculty.engineering.ucdavis.edu/jensen/ https://www.math.ucdavis.edu/research/profiles/ngjensen _________________________________________________________ E-MAIL CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The contents of this e-mail message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient of this message or if this message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by reply e-mail and then delete this message and any attachments. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, copying, or storage of this message or any attachment is strictly prohibited. Begin forwarded message: From: Jason Lorgan <jplorgan@ucdavis.edu> Subject: RE: Equitable Access Conversation Date: December 11, 2019 at 12@37@34 PM PST To: Niels Gronbech Jensen <ngjensen@ucdavis.edu> Cc: Aaron Ochoa <aarochoa@ucdavis.edu> Hi Niels, We appreciate you sharing your thoughts and immediate concerns. If something new comes to mind, or you would like to pose any other ques7ons, please feel free to reach out at any 7me and we will be available. Have a great holiday season and winter break. Jason -----Original Message----- From: Niels Gronbech Jensen Sent: Monday, December 9, 2019 5:16 PM To: Jason Lorgan <jplorgan@ucdavis.edu> Cc: Aaron Ochoa <aarochoa@ucdavis.edu> Subject: Re: Equitable Access Conversa7on Hi Jason, Thank you for your email. I believe that I have expressed my immediate concerns that pertain to what I Page 1 of 2 Thank you for your email. I believe that I have expressed my immediate concerns that pertain to what I see as the most obvious disrup7on an enactment of the proposed ini7a7ve would likely cause. I suspect that there can be more, which is why the Academic Senate needs to be in the lead of something like this. I will be happy to chat with you if I can help clarify or elaborate on what I wrote, but I think the key is the Senate. I have my ﬁnal exam tomorrow, Tuesday, so I have a reasonably clear calendar for the rest of the year aSer tomorrow — I will be happy to chat. Best regards, Niels. Niels Grønbech-Jensen, Professor _________________________________________________________ Departments of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Mathema7cs Execu7ve Director, COSMOS, Statewide Oﬃce, hMp://cosmos.ucop.edu University of California; Davis, California 95616 Tel: 530.752.5335; email: ngjensen@ucdavis.edu hMp://faculty.engineering.ucdavis.edu/jensen/ hMps://www.math.ucdavis.edu/research/proﬁles/ngjensen _________________________________________________________ E-MAIL CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The contents of this e-mail message and any aMachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may contain conﬁden7al informa7on. If you are not the intended recipient of this message or if this message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by reply e-mail and then delete this message and any aMachments. If you are not the intended recipient, you are no7ﬁed that any use, dissemina7on, distribu7on, copying, or storage of this message or any aMachment is strictly prohibited. On Dec 9, 2019, at 9:12 AM, Jason Lorgan <jplorgan@ucdavis.edu> wrote: Hi Professor Jensen, Aaron Ochoa and I have been discussing the concerns you shared in a recent email to Aaron and I wanted to reach out and oﬀer to meet to discuss the Equitable Access program. If you have interest in a discussion, we can set up a 7me to meet. If you feel you just wanted to express your thoughts and the email was suﬃcient at doing so, we thank you for sharing them. Thanks and have a great week, Jason <image001.png> <image002.png> My favorite recrea7on ac7vi7es are snowboarding, hiking, motorcycle riding and weightliSing. Page 2 of 2 
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